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It is shov: n FOP p he number of ‘true-isomorphism’ classes of expansion of a resolvable 
inciden,:e 9;ti Mu SQ~r< ttj another incidence structure (‘at infinity’) can be expressed in terms of the 
cycle inkiiiiz:. “1 ‘;!r; automorphism groups of the incidence structures. As an example all 
expansloo::., . ’ ~:::~~I divisible design (with three parallelisms) to another divisible design are 
deten&& 
1. Intmduction 
Following the construction of a projective space from an affin space Bose, 
Shrikhande and Bhattacharya [2] introduced the ‘method of extension’ far the 
construction of divisible designs (cf. fllD from two suitable divisible designs, one 
being resolvable (that is has a parallelism). Wolff [6] formulated this construction 
method for arbitrary incidence structures essentially as follows (throughout we use 
Dembowski’s [4] notation): 
Let 3 = (P,%, I), 3’ = (9’, 48’: I’) be incidence structures and 11 a parallelism of 
3, T the set of II-classes, ITI= 19’1, f~B(3, P’), i.e. the set of bijections from 3 
onto CP’, and w.1.o.g. 
9n9’=gen~‘=(9u~‘)n(geug’)=~. (1.1) 
De&&ion. The incidence structure 
E(3,f,3’)=(8U~‘,98U~‘,IUI’UI,) 
where I”= ((f(s), B) I B E s E T}, is called the expunsion of (3, 11) to B’ via the afix 
fun&on fi 
Remarks. (i) The incidences of Z” “affix all blocks of each /-class s at the point 
f(s)“. 
(ii) We avoid the word ‘extension’, because this is used in design theory in a 
different meaning, cf. Dembowski [4, ;L %I. 
(iii) For several classes of incidence 9’ ‘suctures any expansion E(3, f, 3’) lies 
(for suitable parameters of 3 and 3’) in r!~ same class as 3 and 3’; e.g. 2-designs 
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with A = 1, divisible designs with X2 = 1, near designs (Wolff [6], cf. also Section 6) 
and circle designs (Sch5fer [5n. 
Notatjo~. If 11 is a parallelism of 3 = (9, 3, I) and II’ a parallelism of 3, then 
Iso(3,II, 3’, II’) denotes the set of isomorphism 4p from 3 to 3’ satisfying B 11 C e 
q(B) \I’ q(C) for all B, C E 48. 
The group Au@, ID = W% II, 3, II> in U.I uces on the set T of ii-classes of 3 the 
group Aut(3, II)1 T={+ I q E Aut(3, II)}, where e(s) = qs for all s E T. 
The group Aut 3 induces on 9 the group Aut 315@ =(q@ I q E &P 3). 
Unsohted Problem. Given 3, II and 3’ as in (1.1) determine the number 
N(B,ll, 3’) of isomorphism classes in the set 
8(3,II, B’)={E(% f, 3’) 1 fdW, 9’)). 
We attack this problem in three steps: 
Step 1. Introduction of true isomorphisms from El =I?@, fi,?V) to E2 = 
E(3, ft, 3’) (fi, f2 E B(9, P’)), which will lead to an inequality 
IVQ, 11, Y)WV(3, II,%), w ere h IV,@, 11,s) is the number of true-&morphism 
classes in #J(3, II, 3’). 
Szep 2. Characterization of true isomorphisms <p froni El bo f& as a union 
q = ql U (p2, where rp, E Aut($ II), q2 E Aut 3’ such that (p& = f2t& I,E.;(s) =qls for 
all s E 5). 
Step Ii. Application of Polya’s counting method results in a formula for 
N&3,11, :I’) in terms of the cycle indices of the groups Aut(3,ll)i9and but 3’19’. 
2. bomorphisms between expansions 
The following Theorem 1 leads to the definition of true isomorphisms and 
contains the characterization of true isomorphisms. Let 
E, = m, 13 f:, %2), E2 = mb,, L322L (2.1) 
where fc.gr i, i E { 1,2}, D,j = (Pij, 9ij, Iii) is an incidence structure satisfying 
piIngi2=BiIn se,*=(~i,U~i2)n(~~,Ugei2)=8, 
and l’i a parallelism of Bil with Ti as the set of parallel-classes and fi EB(T,, Pi2). 
Furthermore we assume 
r,aj,, ‘=-O for al! BE9Bi1 (i E(1,2):. (2.2) 
Theorems 1. 1f (2.1) a,~-! (2.2) hold, then cp E Iso(E,, E2) and &PI1 = CPzl if and 
only if tkere exist 
such that Q = cpl U (p2 and cpzf, = f2& 
Po’lya encunemtion of hd&nce iqructw;~s 
*& Choose @ = 91(@1i U B*i) (i E(l,2}). Using (2.1) and (2.2) it is easy to 
show that rpt E M&I, 111% %,1&J and PZE Iso(&, W. To prove cpzfi = f2& let 
4 =(% Sa,, 4) (i E {1,2}) and s E TI, B E $. Then fib) 11 B, hence (p2fi(s) E & 
and ~2fds) 12 cpl@) EW) E %, con=quently Q&(S) = f2GWg 
The ‘ody if part’ of Theorem I is e&y obtained from the fact that for all 
P E C&, B E a11 (li$? =the l(+lass contafning B) 
I! 11 B e P = fi&@ = Q?fz&(lh@ 
For later use we remark: If each Q E Iso(&, &) satisfies cpi&, = pzl, then 
@I*, l1,hw*,, 112) =$ El + E2. (2.3) 
3. True isomorphisms 
Specializing Theorem 1 to the situation BII = BzI = 3 = (9,48, I), ~~1=~~2=~~, (T 
the set of /-classes), &=& = 3” = (S’, W, I’) we obtain 
Theorem 2. Let 3,II, 5 satisfy (l.l), fi, fi4B(T, S’), [B]>O for all B&B, 
El = E(B, fi, 3’), E2 = E(!& f2, 3). 
Then Q E Iso(E,, E2) and ~9 = 9 if and only if there exist cpl E Aut(3, II), 
~~ E Aut 3’ such that p = ~~ U ~~ and q2fi = f2&. 
From now on we shall always use the hypothesis and the notations of Theorem 
2. 
De6niGon. Let El, E2~ a(B, II,%). Th en an isomorphism Q E ko(& , E2) is called 
tnreiff Qp=g? 
El is true-isomorphic to E2 (E, = E,) if and only If thc.:e is a true isomorphism 
from El to E2. 
Clearly 
=is an equivalence relation on a(D,II, 3’) (3.0 
and 
E,=E;? =$ El=Ez, (3.2) 
hence the number N,CB, II,3’) of true-isomorphism classes in 8(3,/, 3’) satisfies 
NO, II, W*Wx II, W (3.3) 
and the following conditions are equivalent: (3.4) 
NC& II, !W=.W& II, N, (3.4.1) 
El = E2 + El = E2 (for all El, E2 E 8(3,II, 3)). (3~4.2) 
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The next condition (3.5) implies (3.4.2) and hence (3.4.1): 
each isomorphism from El to E2 is a true isomoqhism 
(for all El, E+ 6(3, !IrBp\). (3.5) 
B&U&L We doSt know an example for the case Nt @,I\, %)HV@, II,T). If s,uch 
an example exists, then by (3.4) there are El, E+ a($[\, 3’) with El s E2, but 
6 + E2. 
Let B,il, s’ be given as in Theorem 2. We now determine the number 
N&B, 11,s’) using a generalization of Polya’s theorem (cf. de Bruijn 131). 
Let I-= Aut(S, Il)\Y, A = Aut 3’19’. On IEB(Y, 9’) we define a.n equivalence rela- 
tion (see [3,p. 1611) by 
f, - fr H there exist y E F, S E A such that sf, = f2y. (4.1) 
From Theorem 2 we obtain for all : ., f2 f lB( Y, 9’) 
f-1 - f2 H EC& fi, 3’) = Et% fi. 3’). W.2) 
Thcreforc and since the mapping E:IEB(Y, 9’) + 8(3,II, S’), f~E(3, f, 3’) is a 
bijection the number N,(3,II, 3’) equals the number of equivalence classes (pat- 
terns) in B(Y. 99, which is given in [3, Theorem 5.33. 
kt n = IS\ = 19’1 and P,.(X,, . . . , X,), PA(X,, . . . , X,) be the cycle index of r, 
rcsp. A. From Theorem 5.3 in [3] we now obtain 
Theorem 3. Let XII, 3’ satisfy (1 .l), [B]>O for all B E 9, n = 191 = I@‘(. Then 
Jv,(3,11,3')=P,-; *..., --fg ( ) PJZ,, 222, * * * . nznjlz,_ . ..= z,zc,. I n (4.3) 
5. ‘F, @Z@S of an expansion 
To define the graphs of an expansion we first recall the definition of the graphs 
of a parallelism (cf. Wolff [ti]). 
Let ‘3 = (9, 9, I) be an incidence structure, 19912 ,II a parallelism of 3 with 9 
as the set of II-classes, 
(5.1) 
For each YI EN. I s n s L(S) we define an incidence structure G,,(II) = (9, Su,, I,) 
by 
G, = G,,(II) is a graph since [B, CL = \dl& IlC}] == 2 for each edge (B, C)E &,. 
The number of edges of 3& connecting two vertices s, t E !T is 
and (see Wolff [6, p. 27D 
c 4% at = PI* (5.3) 
n=l 
Under the hmthesis (5.1) let Y = (SF, a’, I’) be an incidence structure with 
ITI= )gP’l, f~ B(9,9), 1 S n GL(B), 0s m EM =max{[p, 41’ 1 p, q e P, pf 4). 
We define a graph Gui m) = (5, %(f, m), Ih) by 
and 
u~I,,(s’, t} e UE{S, t} (uEZ(S, t)df(f, m)). 
Clearly 
Mk$) 
U G(f, m) is the complete graph on 5. : (5 -4) 
m=O 
D&&ion. The graphs G(f, m, n) of the expansion E(B, f, 3) (0 g m s A@‘). 
1~ n G L(3)) are defined by 
G(f, m n) = Ccf, m) LJ G,((I) = (9, 3f(f, m) U Xn, lfrn u I,), 
(note that Xv, m) n Sur, = @). 
The following Proposition 1 will be used in Section 6 to show the non- 
isomorphy of some exp.ansions. 
Prqositbn 1. Under the hypotheses (1.1) and (5.1) let fl, f2 E IEB(9, 9’). 1; Q is a 
true isomorphism from E(3, fi, 3’) to E(3, fi, 3) and q = fi’&, then Jbr 1 s n s 
L(B), OG m S M(3’) we have: 
(a) q E Aut G,,lT, 
(b) rl E WWfl, mh WA m))lZ 
(4 q E IsoWjI, m, 4, WL m, n))lTe 
Proof. (a) was proved by Wolff 16, Satz 16e]. 
To prove (bj let s, t E 9, s # t, then 
{s, tk WL m) e m - [fib), f&U = [Qfdd, Qf:Wl’ = lG7w f2s(Ol 
(c) follows from (a) and (b). 
6. Am mcamp~e: Ihe expmiom of FB(2,6) to BB(3,3) 
We choose the same example as Bose, Shrikhande, Bhattacharya 121. 
The first incidence structure (3) is the complete graph BQ6 ‘with double diagon- 
als’. This is the only near design (Fast-Blockplan) with k = 2, r = 6, called 
FB( 2,6). (A near design (9,9, I) is a I-(v, k, t)-design with [p, q] 2 1 for all 
P,q&, Pfq and r(t=-l)=v; cf. Wolff [6].) 
The second incidence structure (%) is the only near design with k = 3 = r, called 
FB(3,3), and is generated by 0, 1,3 (mod 6), hence has the blocks (columns): 
012345 
123450 
3 4 5 0 1 2. 
Any expansion of FB(2,6) to FB(3,3) is a near design with k = 3, r = 6. The 
results of the preceding sections now enable us to count and even to construct all 
expansions of FB(2,6) to FB(3,3). 
6.1. The parallelisms gf FB(2,6) 
It was shown by Wolff [6] that FB(2,6) has (up to isomorphisms) exactly 3 
parallelisms III, 112, 113, whose parallel classes (named r, s, t, U, v, w in each case as 
indicated) are the rows of the following list: 
9, 92 93 
03 14 25 03 14 25 01 2s 34 r 
;; r4 z 231405 02 14 35 s 
12 34 OS 24 03 15 03 12 45 2 
O-4 23 15 04 12 35 031524 u 
13 02 45 01 34 2s ii4 13 25 11 
24 01 35 13 02 45 05 14 23 IV 
From (5.3) and L(FB(2,6)) = 2 we see that we need only the graphs GZi = G&) 
shown in Fig. 1. 
6.2. Cycle indices 
6.2.1. The group fl = Aut(F’B(2,6), IIJT, equals MU), (tu), (~9, (uvw), (M and 
has cycle injdex 
PJIWI, - * * 5 XJ = &(z + 7X;X, + &Prr;X3 + 9XfX,’ + 6X:x, 
+ 8X,X,X, + 3X; ‘1‘ 6X,X,). 
6.2.2. The group & = Aut(FB(2,6), l12)lTz equals ((uw), (st), (stv)) and has cycle 
index 
p,w, 9 . . . ) X,) = &(rr: + 4X:X, + 2X:X3 + 3XfX$ + 2X,X,X,). 
+ 6 e 
G21 (322 G23 
Fig. 1. 
6.2.3. The group rS = Aut(Fl3(2,6), MIT3 equals ((r#u), (@(.u@w), (rx~w)@)) 
and has cycle index 
6.2.4. The group A = Aut(FB(3,3)18) equals ((14, (25), (012345)) and has cycle 
index 
&(X1, . l l , x,) = &(X: + 3X:X, + 3X4X$ + Xf + 8X; + 8X,). 
Remarks. (i) For the determination of rI and rz we used the fact, that (under the 
hypothesis (5.1)) 
Aut(B, \1)1TsAut G,,lT (1 s it e L(B)). 
(ii) For the determination of & we used that Aut(3, I[)[9 is a homomorphic 
image of Aut(3, /)1P, if (3, 11) h as no double classes (i.e. {(B) (B E s} f{(C) ICE I} 
for all S, t E 9 with s # t, where (B) is the set of points incident with B). 
6.3. The number of isomorphism clusses of expansions of FB(2,6) to FB(3,3) 
Wolff [6] proved that condition (3.5) and therefore (3.4.1) is satisfied, if 
3’ = FB(3,3). Hence we obtain the number of isomorphism c’rqsses of expansions 
of Fi3(2,6) to FB(3,3) by Theorem 3: 
N(FN2,6), II*, FM3,3))=48 
=&$6!+7~3~2-4!+94*2*22’=2+3=23-3!)=2. . 
Analogously we obtain from 6.2.2, 6.2.3, 6.2.4 
N(m(2,6), 112, FN3,3)) = 5 3 NEW% 6), 113, m(3,3))=4. 
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Hence by Theorem 1 and (3.5) the total number of isomorphism classes of 
expa.qsions of FB(2,6) to FB(3,3) is 11. 
6.4. The expansions of FB(2,6) to FB(3,3) 
For each parallelism 11 of: ~B(2,6) we now construct a system of 
representatives (resp. =) of expansions of (FB(2,6), 11) to FB(3,3) (given 
affix functions). 
distinct 
by their 
Notation. A spreud of an incidence structure (9,48, I) is a subset s Iof 3 such that 
for each point p E 9 there is exactly one block B E s with p IB. 
First we mention that for each afEx function f X(j’, 2) is a spread since 
3’ = FB(3,3). (By (5.4) G(f, 1) is determined by G(f, 2) since M(FB(3,3)) = 2 and 
X(fi 0) = 8.) Searching for ‘representative’ affix functions f we construct ‘candi- 
dates’ for G(j’, 2,2) as the unions of Gzi and a spread of 3 edges (i E { 1,2,3}). Up 
to isomorphism there are exactly 8 such graphs. For each of these graphs G one 
can immediately find an affix function f with G = G(f, 2,2). Three of these graphs 
possess two affix funlctions giving non-isomorphic expansions. The following list 
presents 11 affix functions: 
1. II,: 
f,,ts:;x (isomorphic to the example in [2a 
f,* 0 3 1 2 4 5 
2. 112: 
,,6”;;X G(L 292) = G(f,,, 2,2) 
f*z 0 2 4 1 5 3 
fZJ 0 2 3 1 5 4 G(L, 292) = G&r 2,2) 
f24 0 1 3 2 4 5 
f25 0 1 3 2 5 4 
To check that these I1 functions yield pairwise non-isomorphic expansions we 
first remember that by (2.3) and (3.5) expansioils on non-isomorphic parallelisms 
are non-isomorphic. Secondly affix functions, f with non-isomorphic graphs 
G(f, 2.2) yield non-isomorphic expansions by Proposition l(c) and (3.5). Let Eii 
be the expansion via hi. To check that Ezl + Ez2, E&L &WL we count 
the number of spreads in these expansions. Thiese numbers are respectively 
rtZl = 6 # 3 = n2:?, nz3 = 8 # 4 = n2,, n33 = 3 # 9 = n34. 
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Hence we have constructed (up to isomorphism) all expansion of FB(2,6) to 
FM39 3). 
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